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INSIDE

FUTURE
UCF's award-winning student newspaper
Vol. 16 No. 16

•SG's. new ticket system analyzed.
See Opinion, page 6.
•A lawyer sets up shop in an unlikely
spot. See After the News, page 9.
•Sports editor Mike Rhodes lists
America's worst sportscasters. See
Sports, page 19.
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Students to ·pay athletic fee in '84·'85
in the 1984-85 school year.
The money raised by the fee
will go to the athletic departThe UCF athletic fee set- ment to help offset a deficit,
ting committee adopted a pro- · projected to be $649,363 by
posal last Thursday which June, and to help fund the
could raise $1 million for the program's jump to Division
athletic program beginning in I-AA competition.
The athletic fee is an
the fall.
The student-faculty com- "equitable way to deal with
mittee recommended to UCF the deficit. All the students
President Trevor Colbourn pay roug4Jy the s~e on a
that all UCF students pay a sliding scale,'' said Mike Grifflat $15 per semester fee, ex- fin, a member of the commitcept during the summer tee.
semester. Also, students will
"The president plans to
pay a $L42 charge for every reduce the deficit in three
class credit hour they take. years. The budget is set for
The charges would take effect this,!' ~aid Dr. William Callarby Roger Simmons

Managing editor

man, NCAA representative
and ~hairman of the committee.
Figures provided by ·vice
President of Business Affairs
John Goree, also a member of
the committee, indicate next
year's athletic deficit should
be about $436,478. By the end
of the 1985-86 fiscal year, the
deficit should be down to
$146,952. If all goes as planned, the department will be
back in the black by the end
of the 1986-87 fiscal year with
a projected surplus of
$154,020.
All of the committee's aetion must be approved by Col-

bourn. He will then submit
the school's proposal to the
Bo~d of Regents for its approval.
As part of its recommenda·
tions to Colbourn, the commit tiee agreed that the
athletic department's projected budget of $1.2 million
for 1984-85 be cut by
$200,000 to help deal with the
deficit. The committee recommended that the cuts in the
budget be made proportionally to the size of the· sports'
program so that "minor"
sports 1 like wrestling and
cross country, would not be
decimated.

The committee also
recommended that becaus~ of
the implementation of the
athletic fee, all students
should be allowed to get into
football games free and allowed to purchase discounted
tickets for basketball games
played off campus in the
Orange County Convention
and Civic Center.
After some discussion, the
committee recommended ·that
the athletic program continue
to provide partial funding for
the UCF cheerleading squad
to travel to away football
Fee, page 5

Concrete plasters
radio/TV room
by Eileen Samelson

platform is believed to be the
cause of the accident, according to university architect
Concrete broke through the Robert Webb.
ceiling of television producThe Dyson Company, contion room A of the Office of tractor for the library renovaInstructional Resources and tion, immediately cleared the
according to one person, area and is paying for all
anyone sitting in the room at equipment repairs, according
the time of the mishap would to Dr. Robert Arnold, director
of ~nstructional resources.
have been "plastered."
Several pieces of equipment
Dyson spokesmen Kurt
in the students' lab and Taubel and Joe Blocker said
testing area located directly concrete was poured over a
under the library construe- hole filled with insulation
tion site were damaged in the which looked solid because it
Dec. 12 accident. However, no had been fire-proofed. ·When
injuries were reported, an in-. the vibrator, which is used to
Photo/fnstructfonaf Resources
structfonal resources official smooth the concrete, struck Equipment in the room that was damaged by the falling concrete.
said.
the insulation, it dislodged
Fresh concrete poured on the fireproofing and caused_
the renovated second floor of
the library around an e~stiilg
Concrete, page 5
Other senators opposing the legislation would not have
by Cindi Milam
the
legislation felt the idea of taken effect. until next year's
Future news
a ticket system at UCF was elections. Sen. Monty Knox
said, ''The immediacy of the
The UCF student senate being rushed.
"You're
changing
the
bill
is because there is an ax
passed a bill Tuesday that
political
system
at
UCF,"
hanging
over our body right
will require all candidates for
said
Sen.
Stuart
·
James.
now."
student body president and
James said, "There is no
:vice president to run for office
need
to rush, (the bill)."
on a ticket system.
,
Ticket
systems lead to
Supporters of the legislapolitical
parties
according to
tion, which won by a vote of
James. In return, James said,
15-5, said a ticket system at
political parties. ."restrict the
UCF is necessary because of
·choice.''
conflicts between the
Sen. Tim Albrecht said,
.legislative and executive
"We need to try something"
branches of Student Governto solve some of the Student
ment in the past. Sen. John
Government's problems. Sen.
Sowinski, who introduced the
Michael Wittenstein agreed
bill, said the candidates will
saying that ''more cohesion in
share common goals and "will
Student Government" is
be working as a team from
The bill w~s originally needed.
day one.'' Sowinski comStudent body Vice presimented that "passing of the amended calling for student
Carolyn Fennell, community relations director for the
bill is an enormous victory for approval in a referendum vote dent Stan Halbert asked
Greater Orlando A viati on Authority, presents a "Mandate
the students and for the Stu- before becoming effective, senate Pro Tempore Cindy
for a Beloved Community" at the fourth annual UCF obserdent Government of this I?ut the requirement for stu- Spraker to chair part of the
vance of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday las~ Friday.
university."
dent approval was omitted in meeting so he would be able
"I challenge you to dream and dare. The world depends on
Sen. Rob Rotter spoke another amendment. A to debate the issue. Although
your dreams," Fennell told the crowd of 200 at the Student
against the bill saying, "We referendum vote taken during Halbert was opposed to a
Center Auditorium last Friday.
are denying the right of peo- the student body. presidential,
elections was suggested, but
ple to run independently."
Ticket, page 4
Contrlputing writer

Ticket bill passes--it's."party" time

CAMPAIGN

Issuing a mandate

Page 2
A look at
people, places
and events

Friday's briefing

News beat
Applications for internships taken
Applications are being taken until Feb. 1 for the Florida
House of Representatives Legislative Internship program.
Twenty applicants will be selected in April to serve as parttime research assistants in standing House committees and
leadership offices for one year starting Aug. 16. Those selected
will attend classes at Florida State University. Interns receive
a stipend of $600 a month and have their class fees paid for
course work up to 12 hours per semester for the year's internship period. Any person who has graduated from a college or
university, or will graduate by August 1984, and who has or is
attending a university in Florida·or is a Florida resident attending school out of state is eligible to apply. For more information, call the political science department at 275-2608.

Writing w~rkshops to begin Feb. 14
Three workshops will be held over the next three months to
help interested persons improve their writing skills. The three
workshops, on Feb. 14, March 13 and April 24, will be at the
Harley Hotel in Orlando and will be taught by Dr. Stuart
Omans, chairman of the English departme_n t at UCF. Cost for
the workshops will be $115 for individuals and $100 if three or
more persons register from the same firm_or agency.

Workshop designed for women
A workshop designed for women administrators in higher
education who are preparing themselves for advancement will
be held Feb. 27-29 at the Hilton Inn Florida Center. Topics will
include accounting, financial statements and preparation and
development of department budgets. Cost for the workshop is
$195.

Fraternity football game Sunday .. ~
J.J. Whispers is sponsoring a football game between the Pi
Kappa Alpha a:r;id Lambda Chi Alpha fraternities Sunday at
1:30 p.m. at the vacant lot across from the nightclub. The
game is a warm-up for J.J. Whispers Super Bowl party. For
more information, call 678-3062 or· 629-4 779.
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People in
the news
UCF Director of Public
Safety and Police Ronald
Seacrist has been selected for
the Board of Directors of the
Greater Orlando Crime
Prevention Association. He
will offer advice and counsel
to the association.

• • •
Dr. Charles Unkovic,professor of sociology at UCF,
presented a lecture on "Society and Drugs" to a group of
Louisiana state judges at the
State Supreme Court
Building in New Oi-leans late
last year.

• • •
The director of the UCF
library, Anne Marie Allison,
has been appointed to the
American Library Association's Piercy Award Jury.

'

• • •
People in the news is a column devoted to the recognition
of awards
and
AUSA photo
achievements by UCF's
students, staff and faculty. 0
Contributions shoguld be
With a clip of the shears the 1440-s.quare-foot modular
typed, double-spaced on a building is open for Army ROTC business. Snipping away are,
60-space line and submitted left to right, President Trevor Colbourn, Winant Sidle and
one week before publication. ; Gen. Curtis Hoglan.

Army moves in

Campus close-up

Open house for IR, WUCF Jan. 27

School waiting to get in-vitro
program-Supporters of a pro-.
posed in-vitro fertilization
-program at the University of
Alabama at' Birmingham are
waiting to present their request to the State Health
Planning and Development
Agency. Members of the
agency have criticized the
proposed program saying it is
unethical-and has unsufficient
support in the community.
The agency board will vote on
tlr~ program Feb. 14.

The Office of Instructional Resources and WUCF-FM will
have an open house. to formally open the new facilities of Instructional Resources and to celebrate the radio station's sixth
year of operation Jan. 27 from 2:30 to 8 p.m.

Wanted: batgirls for ball games

Architecture stu:dent selling
coloring books-A student at
Notre Dame University has
designed and is selling a $3
coloring book. The book includes some traditional campus landmarks, and some inThe·U.S. Air Force Orientation Group will be at UCF Jan. 26 side humor, such as pictures
and 27. The Officer Specialty Van will he parked by the reflec- of alumni in plaid pants. Pro• • •
tion pool and members of the group will be on hand to show a ceeds from the books will go
film that presents some of the job areas in the Air Force and to to the s~udent chapter of the Some students never get a
answer questions about career possibilities. For more informa- American Architects In- break--Students overwhelmtion, call Capt. Mark J. Coyne at 275-2264.
stitute.
ingly voted at the University
of Virginia for a break to be
•••
added to the fall term.
Th~ Student Personnel Association will have its first Students unable to vote-- However, the university
meeting at 3 p.m. Thursday in the dean's conference room in About 3,000 students at calendar committee rejected
Howard Phillips Hall. Anyone interested in personnel manage- Rutgers University may be the idea saying there was not
ment may attend. For more information, call Jim Scanlon at unable to vote locally because an acceptable way to schedule
they were not on campus ta it. .
645-4606 or Dr. Walter Bogumil at 275-2915.
return required forms last
summer.

A meeting for prospective batgirls. for the UCF baseball
· team will be held at 3 p.m. Monday at the baseball field behind
the Athletic Complex. For more information, call baseball
coach Jay Bergman at 275-2261.

Air Force orientation van coming

Potential personnel managers meet

FPRA seminar planned next month

The Central Florida Chapter of the Florida Public Relations
Association will have a creativity seminar Feb. 11 at 9:30 a.m.
in EN 260. Five public relations and advertising pr~fessionals
will be there to share some of their insights. Cost for the
seminar is $9 for students and $15 for advertising and public
relations professionals.

•• •

Black students protest at
musical-Two black students
protested the casting of the
musical ' Hair'!.'.. at · the
University of Kansas because
they say they were given access only to roles designated
for blacks. About 70 students
Central Florida Right to Life will hol<;l a rally Saturday at marched to protest _ the
7:30 p.m. at the Maitland Civic Center to mark the anniversary casting for the 1960s musical
of the Supreme Court's 1973 decision legalizing abortion. For about peace, freedom, love
and protest.
more information, call 830-4418 or 644-8619.

Pro-lifers to hold rally Saturday

• ••

Drinking age bill defeatedS t uden ts in Ohio
and
Massachusetts played a role
in defeating propositions · to
raise the drinking age in those
states to 21. In Ohio,
students launched voters
registration campaigns and in
Massachusetts, student lobbyists convinced a state
senator to vote against the
drinking age bill.
Student dispatchers replace

police--Student dispatchers
are replacing three campus
police officers laid off as an .
economy move at Radford
University. Though the administration says service will
be just as effective, the student dispatchers are not
allowed the same access to
computerized crime data that
regular officers could use.

Students receive wrong
grades--Some Tampa area
students got a surprise in the
mail . over the holidays.
Because of ·a computer error,
650 students at the U niversi·
ty . of South Florida received
wrong grades. The computer
responsible ·for calculating
grades wrongly placed 400
students on academic proba·
tion who should have been
dismissed. The computer also
placed 250 students on
academic dis.missal when they
should have been given condi·
tional registration status.
One student said, ''I was
thinking about quitting
school and going up north. I
was scared of what my
parents would say (about being dismissed)." (From the
USF Oracle)

Page3
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Post reporter tells
• about experience
in Latin America
•

•

eat dinner ·discussing the
various stages of decay a corpse is in and sleep in clean
sheets.''
She also talked about the
Kissinger
Commission by Julie M. Wright
marketing for Brookwood,
Report on Central America. Contributing writer
"the hospital will be built on
by Elizabeth M. Perkins
tionship to Latin American Omang said to watch for a
17 acres in the research park
Future news
events.
East Orange County next to UCF."
break in the DemocraticWhat people see is largely
Speaking to a group about. Republican alignment in this residents may soon have a
Willard E. Wisler; adshaped by the news media, ac- 80 in the UCF Music Rehersal country concerning El more accessible hospital in ministrator for Winter Park
cording to the Washington Hall, her lecture focused on Salvador.
their ~eighborhood.
Memorial Hospital, respondPost's Central American the responsibilities and difhowever,
that
Three separate hospitals ed,
reporter Joanne Omang. ficulties of an American corA member of the audience have announced their plans to "Brookwood does not own the
Omang was guest speaker respondent in another coun- questioned her about her build in the university area. property the hospital will be
Wednesday night at a lecture try.. "You are writing to your thoughts on the way the - Brookwood Community built on." He went on to say
concerning "The News Media ·readers at home,"· she ex- media was excluded during Hospital, Winter Park that_"Winter Park owns 96
and Central America" spon- plained, "not to the people of the U.S. invasion of Grenada. Memorial Hospital and acres of property one mile
sored by UCF. ·
that country." The major She called it ·a "boldface ef- American Medical Interna- west of the university, this
Omang, who has been with part of the speech dealt with fort to manipulate what was · tional's University Communi- property is large enough for
the Post since 1973, is now the turmoil within Central going on."
ty Hospital are all competing expanding in the future."
based in Washington D.C. America and how to report on
Several questions as well as to build a new facility near
American Medical Internaand reports on Central it . accurately. "Nobody has comments were made about UCF. All three hospit8Is have tional announced Dec. 2, 1983
American affairs from "the the whole truth, just pieces," the lack of reporters' applied for certificates of that it planned to build a $32
diplomatic perspective of she said.
background knowledge of need. The state will only ap- million, 175-bed, three-story
Washington." As a former
Omang was in El Salvador foreign countries they cover. prove one. Which ever propos- · facility on land adjacent to
United Press International during the recent elections She said a stronger ed hospital the state chooses the university's Central
reporter and a foreign cor- and described her experience background in economics will take about 12 to 14 mon- Florida Research Park.
respondent for the Post in as a journalist there as sur- would be helpful. She also ths to build.
South A.m erica, she has real. "The day is spent cover- said correspondents are movAll of the hospitals will ofThe site of construction will
traveled extensively, lectur- ing bloodshed and gunfights, ed1 to a new assignment after also depend on which hospital fer full medical, surgical and
ing on the media and its rela- · while back at the h.otel you three years to help avoid bias. is approved.
obstetrical services at their
According to Brenda de facilities aI)d plan to staff
Although she addressed a Tr a ville.
director
of them with 200 to 500 people.
variety of Latin American ~~~lli@J@~~~~~~~~~~
issues, she gave no prediction
as to the future of the region.

•

•

Omang makes a point during lecture

Pam Glmson/Future

Hospitals requesting
to ,build near UCF

Omang' s lecture was the
first of a three part series on
Latin America, funded by a
grant from Sperry and Hutchinson. Assistant Professor
of Comparative and . International Studies, Waltraud
Queiser Morales developed
the project and has lined up
two more lectures in
February. The amount of the
grant was $2,500 and the
UCF administration added
$500.

YOUR FRIENDLY
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SERVICE BANK

PASS CLAST?

Three books written

ESPECIALLY
to teach the CLAST competencies.
GETTING READV FOR THE CLAST, $1 o.95 154 pp:
Sample tests and instruction in reading, writing and mathematics
COLLEGE MATH REVIEW, $12.95, 260 pp.
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•

MATH ANXIETY REDUCTION: A Workbook, $10.95, 202 pp.
Teaches how to cope with test anxiety,
In your
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i
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Nigerian students face financial woes
by Rick Brunson
News editor

Two
Nigedan
UCF
students say they may face
financial hardships because of
the New Year's Eve coup that
occurred in their homeland.
Joseph Agu, 27, and Bayo
Adedeji, 22, say changes in
the political and economic
climate may delay or end the
financial assistance they
receive from their sponsors in
Nigeria.
"I'm not sure with this
economic situation, if it continues, when I'm going to get
my money," Agu, a civil
engineering major, said.
The Nigerian government's
policy of rationing ·foreign
currency has also created
financial worries for students
here, according to Adedeji.
The civilian government of
President Shehu Shagari was
seized by army leader Brig.
Saleh Abacha in a bloodless
coup Dec. 31. The country's
1.9 79 constitution was·
suspended, a nightly curfew
was imposed and all political
·parties were dissolved.
Shagari' was re-elected to a
second term five months ago
in Nigeria's first civilian-run
elections. Many Wes tern
observers
considered
Shagari' s government as a
pro-U.S. regime and his overthrow as a defeat for
democracy.

Agu, echoing the contentions of coup leader Abacha,
says Shagari's downfall was
not a defeat for democracy
because Shagari was not
democratic in his treatment
of "the poor masses." He said
Shagari and -his civilian officials had the opportunity to
get the country's wrecked
economy in order but they used their positions for "personal aggrandiz~ment." Agu

Nigeria to take a lower price the military in control. He
for the 1.6 million barrels of also said part of his country's
oil it produces in a day. Oil ex- economic woes could be
ports are the chief source of alleviated if it pulled out of
Nigeria's revenues.
the
Organization
of
Both students had differing Petroleum Exporting Counviews about the new military tries, which sets a production
government and what quota on Nigeria's oil and ·
changes in policy it should
sets the barrel price.
make to better conditions in
Nigeria could also achieve
Nigeria.
social and political unity, ac"The takeover may not cording to Agu, if people from
~ necessarily
solve the · the nation;s three major
tribes, the Hausas, Yorubas
and Ibos, would begin to integrate through intermarriage. Most of the political
power, Agu says, is concentrated in the Hausa tribe.
"If we are going to be one,
as far as politics is concerned,
let there be intermarriage,"
Agu said.

Raul Perez/Future
The two students said they
also said he believed · problem," Adedeji said. Ac- believed their families in
Shagari 's re-election was rigg- coriling to him, the army was Nigeria were sa{e, even
ed.
frustrated because of the though communications were
Adedeji, an economics ma- ''gross mismanagement'' of temporarily cut. They said
jor, · acknowledged that cor- the Shagari government and the reported non-violent
ruption existed in Shagari' s its inability to make nature of the coup assured
them of their families' safety.
government but said it should democracy work.
not receive all the blame for
However, Adedeji believes
However,
A.g u
and
the country's faults . .
democracy can work in Adedeji's continued financial
"Another thing that we
Nigeria. "What would really assistance is not as assured.
ought to consider is the situahelp is for the politicians in
"The hardship will be contion they were faced with--the
Nigeria to change their way of tinued for a little while or for
drop 'in oil prices,'' Adedeji
seHishness," Adedeji said.
some time until they can
said.
Agu believes life for straighten things out,"
The worldwide decline in
demand for oil has forced Nigerians will improve with A~edeji said.

Ticket--- - - - - - f r o m page 1

ticket system without a
referendum, he said, ''I am
going to support whatever action the senate takes."
Sowinski expressed confidence in a ticket system and
said, "Both the University of
Florida and Florida State
University have used a ticket
system for some time and, according to the senators that I
spoke to at each university,
there has not been an attempt
to do away with the system as
far as they know. It's worth a
try."
In other senate action:
Four appointments made
by student body President
Mar~ Geary were approved
by the senate.
Steve Cady was approved
for the senate at-large seat.
The Elections and Appoint·
ments Committee passed an
unfavorable recommendation
out ·. of committee for Cady' s
approval. The senate overode
the EA committee's decision
allowing Cady to become a
member of the senate.
.Simon Penny was approved
to serve on the elections commission.
Former senator Dave Martinez's appointment to the
position of Executive Adviser
was approved by the senate.
Geary's appointment for
Arts and Sciences Seat 5,
Carlos Payas, was approved.
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Fee ------------------------from page 1
games, according to Goree.
"Without this fee, students
would wind up paying more
because the debt would keep
increasing, '' Griffin said.
" There is no way the althletic
program is going to go away-we are committed, at least for
another year.
Other members of the committee were Dr. LeVester
Tubbs, vice president of stu-

dent affairs; Dr. Frank Juge,
associate vice president;
Charles Micarelli, dean of
undergraduate studies;
students Hank Porsher, Bob
Shirley and Taylor Flowers.
The faculty members of the
committee were chosen by
Colbourn. Student representatives were selected by stu-·
dent body President Mark
Geary. Callarman was

selected chairman jointly by
Geary and Colbourn.
State law requires that the
committee meet every year to
set changes in the athletic fee.
Porsher advised that in the
future, students get involved
in the committee meetings
and ''keep abreast of the
deficit."
Future Editor in Chief Julie
Norris contributed to this

Concrete-----------------from page i
the cave-in, the spokesmen
said.
W ~bb s~d Dyson workers
should have verified that the
area was solid.
Communieations instructor
Joe Hall teaches radio-TV
classes that use the production facilities extensively. He
said the accident happened
during a 10 minute break on
the final testing day.
"It was very fortunate that
someone was not seated at
that position. It was one of
the very few times someone
was not there, Hall said.
To Hall, the control room
looked like a cement mixer
backed up and dumped a load
of cement in it. He said an
audio board, reel to reel
machine, turntable and tape
cartridge machine was
damaged by the concrete. A
large amount also fell on a
chair and on the floor; places
students could have been sitting or standing, Hall said.
The dollar amount of the
damages has not been released yet.
Hall said students were
amazingly understanding and
conveyed a sense of nervous
relief after the incident:
Leslie Johnson, a communications student and an
eyewitness, said, "It was
such a bizarre thing. I don't
think it would happen again.
No one is scared cement is goi ng to fall on their heads."
At the time of the incident,
Johnson said it was extremely loud and confusing. She
said liquid and solidified
chunks of concrete were pouring down directly on the reel
to reel machine.
"There was cement flying
everywhere,'' Johnson said.

''When it finally stopped we
all looked at each other in
amazement.''
Johnson said ·s tudents Ed
Withers and Roger La Bruda
made a futile attempt to cover
the equipment with plastic
while the concrete was pouring down on ·it.
John C. Meyerhoitz,
WUCF-FM sports director,
witnessed the incident as "a
small avalanche of globs of cement."
"Fortunately, there was not
anyone near the reel to reel
machine, or they would have.
been plastered," Meyerholtz
said.
Meyerholtz thought the accident was a fluke and expressed no fear of working in
the facilities now.
Hall disagreed.
"I have no confidence that
the area is safe to be in, work
in, teach in or anything else, "
Hall said.
Taube! said company officials have assured the
university they are double
checking the area to make
sure more no cave-ins happen.
Administration spokesman
Dr. Frank Juge said no legal
recourse has been taken at
this time because the contractor ~as generally responded
quickly to the damaged areas.
Routine recovery requests
will be filed by Webb and
Juge.
"Safety is our primary concern," J uge said. "If there is
any more potential damage,
classes will be canceled.''
Juge said the library
renovation and construction
was one of the most difficult
projects he has seen. There
was no alternative to moving
into the new facilities at the

beginning of the fall semester.
Classes had to be held down
there in the equipment rooms,
J uge said, or students would
experience a delay in their
graduation.
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The First Baptist Ch-urcfi_of Oviedo
Dr. Wiiiiam R. Marr, Pastor ·,
Stan Tlllma·n,-Minister of Youth •Education
Just 5 'l'.liles north of UCF ·on Alafaya Trail ·

"Typically a construction
project is unoccupied by the
public, . and therefore you
don't have the same concerns
as in the library,'' Webb said.
"The project fell behind
schedule last summer and we
had to move into a partially
completed area."

SANCTUARY

The $7,613,612 project is
scheduled for completion in
June, Webb said.
The Dyson Company is also
contracted for the UCF Student Center and the Education buildings.

Education· Bulldlng

Metro Orlando's OldeSt Baptist Church

Business
prospers
wlien people
..
are given
•

Fresh! Aliv~! Exciting! Bible-Centered!
Evangelistic! A Church on the Grow!
;.\nch~red to the rock, and planning for the future! .

$

College Ir Career Blble Study 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 8:30Ir11:00 a.m.
Warm Evening Worship Servlc~ 7 p.m~·

opportumt1es~

Not excuses~Excuses help no on~.
Especially the d1sadvan-·
taged But 1obs are good
for everyone. Including you
So hire someone who·s
never been given a chance
Your local Private Industry
Council. aided by the
National Alliance of
Business. can help. Call
toll-I ree 800-424-5404.

WORK
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Call for times of:
Wednesday Prayer Meeting Ir Choirs
Co-Sponsor of UCF Baptist Campus Ministry

UCF STUDENTS ARE WELCOME AT ALL TIMES
Call for free transportation

Office: 365-3484
24-Hour Message Service
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ARNOLD ART & GRAPHICS
ARTIST SUPPLIES
Discount with college ID
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MAJQR BRANDS
• DRAFTING TABLES • AIRBRUSHES • ARCHES PAPER

r:llD~!I. CRESCENT MATBOARDS • STRATHMORE •BIENFANG• GRUMBACHER • ULANO • FREDRIX
•WINSOR & NEWTON • FRAMES• EASELS • LIQUl-TEX •KOH-I-NOOR

894-6621
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538 NORTH BUMBY
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'F rom our readers
Ticket system will bring needed change

A free exchange
of ideas on the
issues of the day

Opinion

Editor:

SG's ticket to
better governillent

The proposal to require Stu·
dent Government president
an~ vice president candidates
to campaign jointly and run
for their respective offices on
a ticket is, indeed, a
creditable and timely pro·
posal.

In an effort to solve the wide gulf between Student
Government's executive and legislative branches, the
student senate has adopted a party ticket system for this
spring' s elections. The idea is sound and will work if can·
didates and "the senate are willing to work out the rough
edges, which accompany all new changes.
The idea behind the ticket system is to give students a
choice of parties with distinguishable platforms and
political philosophies. It also is supposed to pair candidates who know they can get along, so the ·year isn't
w1;1sted by fighting between the legislative and executive
branches. This, of course, is the ideal.
It remains to be seen if this years' candidates will make
use of the opportunities a ticket system provides.
There is already dissent from a group of independent
senators who are concerned that a tic~et system will keep
independent candidates out of the race for president and
vice president this year. Their concerns deserve attention.
With the elections about two months away, greek candidates have a much better chance of organizing and
eliciting broad support because of their built-in parties,
the fraternities and sororities. Two candidates paired
from two of the largest fraternities would be a hard team
to beat, simply because more greeks than independents
tend to vote. Independents can't be assured of voter
loyalty like the greeks can.
Another concern with the ticket system is the effect ·
it will have on Student Government's checks and '
balances. Currently, the president rup.s the executive
branch and the vice president runs the senate. Under an
administration elected without tickets, there has been no
danger of the president using the vice president's ·position ("director" of senate debate and action on the floor)
as a means of controlling it. But it could very well happen
if two "brothers" ran on a ticket together, or two close
friends.
If this _were the case, hopefully the senate would unite
behind the senate pro tempore, and make that position a
·
more powerful one.
The ticket system works relatively well in national and
· state politics. UCF' s ticket system can work too, if the
elected officials responsibly safeguard the checks and
balances against abuses of power.
Julie D. Norris
Editor in Chief

In light of the problems
Student Government has had
in the past, and especially in
the very recent past, we cannot ignore the fact that there
is a pressing need for a ·
change in our present system
of operating. Internal discord
does nothing but hinder productivity, correct?

a. creig ewing

Musings of a TV sports fanatic
I don't know about the rest
of you, but the Super Bowl
always depresses me. That
may sound strange and
possibly Communistic, but let
me explain.
.
For two weeks, both the
Redskins and the Raiders and
anyone who ever sent them a
Christmas card have been
poked and prodded, their
every move hounded by
hordes of media types. Seeing
John Riggins dodge reporters
is always a lot more fun than
watching him run from
Raider linebackers. The game
itself is always an anticlimax.
Still, I'll be in front of the
tube in my beanbag chair
with a six-pack of Bud on
Sunday.
One sport I really have
trouble watching, though, is
basketball. I go through
phases of getting interested
in it, but I just can't seem to
watch a whole NBA or college
game on TV. It's the an-
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together for the offices of
president and vice president,
it will save each of these candidates over $100 if they
choose to expend the given
limit. If this, as I stated, will
help serve as a luring agent
for the sharp, qualified
students who would be of
asset to Student Government, what is stopping us?
Allow me to urge all
students at UCF to realize the
importance of and voice your
support for this bill which
would be of great beneficial
impact in creating for a
smoother running Student
Government. If you have any
questions at all concerning
this proposal, feel free to call
your senate representative at

In addition, this ticket .proposal will also hopefully attract the competent candidates who otherwise are
discouraged from running for
office by the costly money
factor of an independent campaign. Sen. John Sowinski,
As a partial' solution to this, the author of this bill, points 275-2191.
Sen. Anne Woodhull
Bill 16-34 is an excellent piece out that, by having two
College of Health
of legislation in attempting to qualified individuals running

We often discover what will do, by finding out what
will not do; and probably he who never made a mistake
never made a discovery.
Samuel Smiles

Julie D. Norris
Editor ·in Chief .

bring much needed harmony
between the executive and
legislative branches of our
Student Government. Our
president, heading the ex·
ecutive branch, and our vice
president, heading the
legislative branch, must be
compatible. This bill serves to
ensure that the two in·
dividuals running for th~se offices have a working relation·
ship from day one.

Letters to the editor must be
delivered to the Future editorial office by 5 p.m. on the Monday before
publication. Letters must be typed ·
on a 60·space line and should not be
more ."than 250 words in length. All
letters must be signed with author's
phone number to be considered for
publication. Under certain cir·
cumstances, writers ' names will be
witheld upon request. All letters are
subject to editing.
Some letters may be designated as
guest editorials at the editor 's descri·
tion, with the permission of the
writer. All submitted material
becomes the copyrighted property of
the Fu ture newspaper.

Associated
Collegiate
Press
All American

nouncers.
They don't shut up.
I was watching one game
the other night and got a sort
of perverse fascination in
hearing the announcer talk
through the entire game. He
didn't even bother to take a
breath, and instead of showing us instant replays, he just
told us about them.
''Whoah. What-a-shot.
Swish. String music. You
don't see shots like that
often."
I could forgive him for talking too much; he probably got
his training on the radio and
wasn't used to his audience
actually seeing the game.
What really upset me was
getting only verbal replays instead of instant replays. Then
I saw that ESPN was going
to rerun the game again later
that night.
I realized then that not
showing replays was a clever
marketing stategy devised by
ESPN. They undoubtedly

figure that people will be
more apt to watch the game
when they repeat it if they
don't show replays.
One sport that could really
benefit from some of the craftiness exhibited by the folks
at ESPN is hockey.
Too many people are turned
off by it, saying it is too
violent and not a real sport;
it's just a bunch of ruffians
with sticks chasing a puck.
Well, football is violent too,
but people love it. One reason
is the band. You'd be surprised at how many people go to
football games because of the
halftime show, especially in
high school. They think it
makes the game civilized or
something.
I know hockey games
would pull in loads of fans if
they started having a
halftime (or thirdtime) show.
Now that would be real entertainment. I'd go just to see
the tuba player's lips get
frozen to his mouthpiece.
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From our readers--------------continued

UCF athletics
Recruit best thinkers, not best hitters
Editor:
President Colboum's desire
to make UCF a major university is to be commended. The
suggestion by Julie Norris
that the most effective way to
attain that goal is 'by having a
''big-budget, well-developed
athletic program,'' and to
generate that big budget by
levying a tax on the students,

support these school's teams?
Wake up, Ms. Norris! A
university's reputation is
earned, not bought. The suggestion that the value of a
UCF diploma is somehow tied '
to the success or failure of the
football team is an outright
insult to the faculty and
students of this university.
Perhaps Ms. Norris should
the front page of the daily newspaper before tum1ng
to the sports page. This country is faced with a serious
decline in the quality of
education, a decline that does
not stop .at the univer"sity's
door. If UCF has an identity
problem, then let the administration, faculty and
students work to solve that
problem by concentrating on

Three times a year this
school turns out hundreds of
graduates into the job
market, each one an ambassador from UCF. Let us
ensure that our graduates are
in demand by employers
because of the quality of their
minds, not the quality of their
football team.

re~d

is outrageous. Apparently she
feels that the proposed
"athletic fee," as much as $55
per semester, is a good investment since our fabulous foot' ball team would bring national attention to UCF. How
long does she expect it to take
to perform_this magic? How
many millions of student
dollars are to be spent on a
select and pampered few to
attairi national promience?
How is the fledgling UCF program going to attract the top
high school players away
from FSU, ,University of
Florida and Miami who
alreadv have national ranking? How is UCF going to get
the television contracts that

academic excellence. UCF
should be recruiting the best
high school thinkers, not the
best hitters. We need big
name professors, not big
name coaches. Attracting the
attention of industry will get
the research projects and
grants that build a school's
reputation.

William A. Harris
Engineering Technology

Academics tne key to promoting UCF
Editor:

academic achievements, not
for their football teams.
How about that great MIT
A great farce is being
football team? There is also perpetrated by our adt he infamous Carnegie-Mellon ministration in declaring that
team and the top-ranked Pur- our school needs football to
due. What, you never heard of promote its name. When IBM
these infamous members of or
Rand
Corp.
or
football history? Yet every Westinghouse searches for
semester a migration of · employees, they don't care
recruiters flock to their cam- what league your football
puses in numbers so large team is in or how your last
that at Purdue they are given season was or who your head
the use of entire four story coach is. The attempt to hide
buildings just to conduct in- our academic achievements
terviews. These schools are behind a facade of football
known for their outstanding mania is an insult to the staff

The cost is too high for athletic program
Editor:
The athletics fee increase as proposed for next year reminds me of
President Johnson's plan to fund a
Great Society and fight the Vietnam
War at the same time, a guns and
butter philosophy. The result of that
effort was a defeat in Vietnam and a
nearly bankrupt economy with
record high inflation and unemployment for many years afterwards.
Julie Norris, who .attended the
athletics ·fee committee meeting,
said in her editorial that we should
keep "UCF in the game." I ask, at
what cost? What about the
academic areas at UCF& I feel that
balanced growth in our athletics
department is desirable, but not at

the expense of all other departments
at UCF and the students who must
shoulder the increased burden. The
athletic department has two goals,
to eliminate the deficit they created
themselves and to rapidly expand
the department. SG and athletics
have always been at each others'
throats over funding. After a fight
with the · administration last year,
they received, according to their
figures, $438,000. They have asked
for $1.2 million dollars this year, a
274 percent increase! To be fair, the
$1.2 million would include $15,000
for cheerleaders, previously funded
by athletics and $50,000 for the marching band, which SG has funded
this past year ($3,500). The $1.2

and students of UCF.
We can put our university
on the map. You can give us
more and better teachers,
give us new and modem _
equipment, give us financial
aid for research and development; but DON'T give us a
bloated football team. If the
football team can't support
itself on its ticket sales,
perhaps this is. an indication
of the student feeling toward
it. Think about it.
Daniel Mazina
Enginpering Technology

~xpansion

.

time and six adjunct positions to 34
full-time and five adjunct positions,
a 32 percent increase! No other
department at UCF receives that
level of support, they are lucky ~f
they are not cut back.
Naturally, it is not easy to increase the athletic fee by that
amount without people finding out,
so the committee is trying a variety
of ways to spread the burden
around, flat and variable fees are
suggested. The bottom line is that
your tuition will increase between
$30 and $50 a year and you will have
to pay it, with little or no say in the
matter.
Sen. Rob Rotter
SOC Representative

million was unaccept~ble and the
amount was cut to an even million
bucks. However, both cheerleaders
and marching band were the first to
go.
Now it is only a 228 percent increase over this year, and SG gets to
fund the cheerleaders and marching
band if we are to have one. Not only
does athletics get $562,000 more
than last year, they don't have to
fund cheerleaders anymore, a net
loss for SG.
Eighty classes were canceled this
semester at UCF--no money for
teachers and staff, yet we can saddle
students with a huge increase in the
athletic fee and expand. Career Service (similar to faculty) from 23 full-

SUPER .SALE. DAYS
TWO EXCITING ENTERTAINMENT EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
1. The WALTDISNEY WORLD®Vacation Kingdom, near Orlando,
Florida, is seeking professional Singers, Dancers and Musical Theatre
Actors/ Actresses. Most positions are for IUll, one-year contracts w1ih
some summer seasonal employment also available. Sorry, no
professional instrumentalist auditions.
2. The WALT DISNEY WORLD Vacation Kingdom and
DISNEYLAND®(located in Anaheim, California) are forming a 22member All American Colltce Marching Band for each Park. plus, a
40-member Ali American allege S~mphony Orchestra to peif'Orfn at
EPCOT Center. These positions areor summer-long employment, ,
beginning June 4 and concluding on August 18.
AUDITION REQUIREMENTS ALL AUDITIONEES:
• Must be 18 years of age by June 1, 1984
• Must bring a current resume and photograph
~ Must show movement ability
AUDITION SITES ORLANDO, FLORIDA February 2, 1984
TALENT AUDITION:
COLLEGE MUSICIANS:
Tupperware Convention Center
Expo Center
U.S. Hwy. 441 & 17-92
500 West Livingston Street
(South Orange Blossom Trail)
5 Miles South of Florida Turnpike Audition call: 10 am-5 p.m.
Near Kissimmee
Audition call: Females - 10 am
Males- 2 p.m
Jom the "World" leaders in family entertainment! For additional audition
requirements or if you need furtl'er information. please call or write "Disney
Audition Tour '84," Entertainment Division, P. 0. Box 40. Lake Buena Vista FL
32830. (305) 824 ·5478. (M~~t, ~id,~~~~~..:.:~o am. to4 :00 p.m. Esn.
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for sale.

eLASSlFIED
Two story townhouse. 2bdrm/1 Xbth. Close to
UCF. Looking tor one or two roommates to
share expenses. $415/mo. not including util.
Call Robin after 4:00pm at 275-9342.

Nikkor lens. 135mm f3.5 Al Excellent con· Roommate needed, neat & mature, near
dition $100. Call Kevin at 282-4885 after UCF & 436, own bdrm & bth, $177.50/mo, Yi
Spm.
.
util. Call Reed at 678-8572, leave message.

vw

convertible, AM-FM cassette, radials, Roommate wanted to share three bdrm
exc. condition. Red with black top, $6400. house with pool on lX acre lot off E-50 $133
or best offer. Call Ann at 862-6917 ext 127 rent per month & utll. For into. call 568-5228.
days, or 695-2417 eves.
f
198.1 Suzuki GS250,garage kept,w/Bell Male roommate wanted to share urn.
helmet,4300ml, $995. Call 365-6901 otter · 2bdrm apt. (Xmi. from UCF.) $170 a month
·
plus Yi util. Call John 282-3842.
6Pm.

Terms papers, thesis. Vivian 862-1432.
Typing,Accurate,Fast & Reasonable. Minor
Editing, IBM Sel. II. All types of work. UCF Empl.-1 mi. from UCF, Marti 365-687.A after 6pm.

Typing/word Processing . Thesis , Reports,
Resumes, etc. High quality typing at
reasonable rates. Close to campus. Call
Cindy at 660-1220 or 671-3325, Day or Eve.

Typing on my word processor. No visible
corrections. Fast service. $1.50/page. Call
Pam 671-0924.

Female roommate wanted. Neat, non- TYPING/WORD PROCESSING. Accurate and
smoker, tor duplex 1 mile from UCF. Own dependable. Prompt, personal service.
room and bath. Washer, dryer, and Reasonable rates. Call JUDY, 27 3-5298.
dishwasher. $180/month. 1/3 utll. Call Diana
275-6009 after 7 p.m.
Rates too high? Coll me! Prof. typist. 16 yrs.
Drum set Gretsch 5pc Zildjain cymbals, ex- 1------------------i experience at low rates. Call DAY or
tras. $435 275-6832.
EVENINGS, 678-4360.
Four 1984 Rosie O'Grady's membership
cards only $25!! Hurry and call 275-8919.
Honda Accord l.X 1981,5speed,A/C;AM-FM
radlo,28000mi, garage kept,excellent
condltlon,$600 or offer. 671-9301.

Jost&found

Is it true you can buy jeeps tor $44 through
the U.S. government? Get the facts today!
Call (312)742-1142 ext. 689.

1980 Mazda GLC. Nice economy,
white.auto, A/C, am/fm. Asking $3395. Call
273-9235.
.

Electric typewriter and solidstate stereo
good condition. Call Thristy Gator 671 -1976
ask tor Bernice.

EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full-time. Term
papers, theses , reports, resumes , etc.
Correction of spelling, g rammar, punc.,
and editing included. Reasonable. Call
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 B e a, 678-1386.
Blue bicycle. Call 273-5932 to Identify.

· tielp Q?~nted .
Attn Students: Part-time home cleaners
needed. Hours to fit your busy schedule.
53 _75 /hour. Call 671-7463.

New 12 speed bicycle, $120, call 275-1931. Report typists. 50wpm to apply. Mostly
evening work. 273-5932 leave message.
~---------------1 Wordstar experienced preferred.

for rent

The FUTURE needs an experienced typist
for typesetting . Must be available for work
Furn. lbdrm $275/mo UCF area 273-0768.
on Tuesdays, Wednesday evenings, and
Thursda'ys. 55 WPM is desired. Contact
Roommate wanted to share 2bdrm house Robert Melpus at 275-2865.
in Longwood with 26yr old male. Female or
male, non-smoker. You furnish your room.
Call .after 5pm 339-8493 $250 plus Yi util.
The FUTURE is looking for qualified individuals to become advertising representatives. Great experience and very good
Bedroom w/bth In Oviedo; quiet setting, kit- pay. Contact Dot Case at 275-2865.
chen privl. 1st mo's rent, $130, X util. Call
x2231 or 365-7244 eves. 7 mi. to school.

RESUMES-EDITED FREEi STORED FREE 1 YR! Input
1 page & print 5 originals. $9. Call JUDY'S
Business Service, 273-5298 ..

Professional word processing - 7 days a
week. Fast turn around. Bev 896-3744.

Theses, term papers. Editing , fast turn
around, pick up and delivery on campus.
Competitive rates. Call Dave 851 ·0358.

Looking tor mature student or business person to share split-plan home. Huge, bright,
private room & bath. $225/mo. Includes
utilities. 3X miles from UCF. Require 6 month
lease & $100 deposit. For more information, call 273-5298.

qc vous francais? A unique lo~ cost serv~ce
is now available to students. Private tutoring
in French gr_
a mmar/conversation by European trQined instructor. Call John at
671-4803 eves.
LOSE WEIGHT. An educated approach for
permanently controlling, maintaining and
losing weight. 10% off during January.
Madeleine C. Rice & Assoc. 629-6421. 210
N. Park Ave. Winter Park.
ABORTION SERVICES - - FREE PREGNANCY
TESTS - - Low-cost Birth Control Services.
Privacy, confidentiality guaranteed. Guest
speakers available. Director is UCF grad.
1240 Hillcrest, 1 block south of Colonial off
Mills. 422-0606 or. long distance call tree
1/800/432-8517.
PROBLEM PREGNANCY? .
Counseling and guidance available to
unmarried parents of all faiths . No fee .
Assistance with arrangements for pre-natal
care, housing and planning for ch~ld.
Counseling for unwed fathers. Adoption
placement service available. Twenty years
in Central Fl. Completely confidential. Call
Cathoi"ic Social Services 894-8888.
J\BORTION SERVICES, birth control information, pregnancy tests and counseling .
VD screening , low cost, confidentic;il· services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Drive ,,Orlando
898-0921

personal
WORDMASTER is coming.

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Experienced babysitter tor newborn starting
in February. Part-time 2-3 days per week,
hours flexible. Occasional evenings also.
Near Red Bug & 436. 339-3695.

Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction of spelling, grammar, punctuation.
Term papers, thesis, dissertations, research
papers, resumes, cover letters and typing.
All work prepared on Word Processors tor error free neatness. We have IBM
Displaywriter, IBM Mag Card, and A.B. Dick
Magna SL Word Processors. SUPPORT YOUR
COLLEGE - We have 1O employees for fast
service - All are former or current UCF
students. One Day Service Available 671-3007.

Female roommate wanted to share Computer word processing, customized
2bdrm/2bth duplex. $195/mo plus y, util. Call resumes, theses, term papers, reports, etc.
Delories at 282-2489 or 841-1742.
From $1.50/pg. Call Don, 678-3173.

Student wanted for housecleaning. Twice
monthly $5.00/hr. Near Red Bug Rd. & 436.
339-3695.

Childcare in our home near UCF. Potty train-·
ed children only. Mother of 2 with 3yrs college in Elem. Education. Preparation tor
school - reading readiness, math readiness,
etc. Call 365-3863.

typists

AUTHORS IN SEARCH of on experienced
Female rooommate to share nice 3bdrm manuscript typist! Call Bea 678-1386.
house in WP w/fireplace, big yard. 15 min to Literacy editing available .
UCF. $152/mo plus util. 647-2921.

Large, two bdrm duplex. Good location
Winter Park near 17-92 and Fairbanks.
$167/mo plus util. 5150 deposit. Call Dove
644-4195.

•
sel'Vlces

RESUMES
Designed/typed -?71-3007.

UCF STUDENTS, DAYTONA BEACH AREA, Call
Janet A. Klenk Secretarial. Term papers,
theses, research papers, dissertations,
resumes, cover letters, etc. Editing. IBM word
processing. One day turn-around available;
student rates; paper/cover no charge. I'm
good and love to compete! Hours: 9 AM - 5
~--------------1 PM Mon-Fri. (904) 253-0678.

.rOQmmates

- Deadline:
Monday at 5:00pm

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICES
Term papers, resumes designed/typed, e~c.
Located 1 mile from campus. IBM equipment. Editing & spelling corrections, paper
& ·cover free. Discounted rates. Call
275-1709 M-Sat 9-9.

JiCS
. r-~oc
·mz..
c:;i lHtC

Individual Confldent1al.COunseiing
Gynecologists
·Sp~aker· 5ervice

'2233 LEt.rio. WINTER PARK

.

NEED A REPORT TYPED?
My full-time service offers accurate speedy
& professional results using state-of-the-art
word processing equipment . Term
papers ,reports ,resumes,cover letters,e!c. 3
miles from UCF. Pick up & delivery
available to campus. Call Pat at Hard
Copy Typing and Word Processing Service
277-6930.

628-0405~
_;.

..... ~ .

·roll Free 800-432-524~ ·
6RLANDo a. WINTER PARK
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Lawyer opens office at Flea World
by Richard Truett
Future staff

He has the appearance of a
modern-day Abraham Lincoln: he is tall, has a beard
that grows with the reckless
abandon of crabgrass, and he
is a lawyer. His name is
Joseph Rosier, attorney and
counselor at law.
What makes him so different? On weekends he takes
his practice to a flea market.
That's right, on any given
weekend one can go to Flea
World in Sanford, pick
through the produce, have
one's shoes shined and file
suit against an errant
landlord. The traditional
Monday through Friday, 9 to
5 hours for lawyers· could be
coming to an end.
Late last year, after an extensive 90-day courtroom
trial, Rosier was itching to do
something new, so he, along
With his portable computer,
set up shop in Flea World
each weeke:nd. On weekdays

he still practices law at his
Lake Mary office.
Rosier said that the main
reason for practicing law on
weekends, instead of golfing
or sporting around town in a
Mercedes convertible like
most lawyers are ~mored to
do, is convenience. "Most
people work a 9 to 5 job, five
days a week and do not have
time to see a lawyer," cites
Rosier.
Many people may have a
need to see a lawyer and do
not realize it. Surveys show
that a disturbing majority of
Americans do not have a will
made out, for example. For a
crisp new $50 bill Rosier can
handle that; in fact, he could
do it in about an hour,
although he prefers not to .do
this. He likes to make the
wills out during the week at
his La~e Mary office. ·
One might wonder what
credentials he has, after all, a
lawyer at a flea market does
not sound quite right. Rosier
has practiced law since 1971,

served as a municipal judge
for the city of Maitland, has
experience in federal courts
and works with criminal and
civil cases.
His office is informal and
cozy; degrees and awards
adorn the walls. Skeptical
people, after a glance around,
are quickly silenced. Business
has been good; so good, in
fact, that he has worked
seven days a week since Oct.
1, with only a week off for the
holidays.
Has Rosier discovered a
huge, untapped source of
revenue for his practice? Will
his trailblazing effort to bring
the lawyer down to the level
o~ the common man start a
trend? With traditional barriers in banking, medical an·d
service professions crumbling
down, it seems lilrn only a
matter of time before lawyers,
that last bastion of the 9 to 5
work ethic, will be readily
available in awkward places
at awkward times.

DePaul School offers help
for dyslexic children, adults
by Vicki White
Features editor

Dyslexia is a disability that
affects one-tenth of the
United State's population,
yet few people understand
what dyslexia really is.
Most people think of
dyslexia as a condition in
which a person transposes the
letters of a word in his mind
when they read it, yet the problem is more complicated
than a mere scrambling of letters. People who are dyslexic
hear and see things normally,
but when this information is
processed by the brain it
often comes out scrambled or
not at all. Frequently, dyslexics are thought to have other
problems, such as behavioral
problems.
"Dyslexic children often appear to · be bright, alert,
capable children who are not
performing up to expectations,'' said Sherry Knox,
secretary of the St. Vincent
DePaul School. ''They may be
the class clown, using
mischief to cover up the fact
that they can't do the work."
Knox adds that although the
children may appear hyperactive, very few of them actually are. In addition, dyslexic
children are not "retarded".
Instead, several of the
children in the DePaul program have above-average
IQs.
The school conducted a
dyslexia screening clinic
earlier this week and has
plans to conduct anothe~ one
May 2 and 3. According to
Knox, the screening consists

Raul Perez/Future ·

of a complete educational
workup, including an IQ test.
After the screening an explanatory workshop is held
for parents.
The school offers a full-time
program for children. According to Knox, the school
takes a multisensory approach to teaching. One of the
things they use is a "memory
board", a rough masonite
board that the children hold
on which they spell out the
letters of a word. ''We feel
that they will better be able to
learn a word if they can· see,
hear, say and feel a word at
the same time,'' she said.
The DePaul School's curriculum consists of two
language arts classes, a math
class, an oral reading class, an
auditory discrimination class
and a social values class. In
the social values class, they
learn the "social" meanings
of words. As Knox explained,
"For
· the
word
'courageous', they are asked,

'is it more courageous to hit a
person back after they've hit
you, or is it more courageous
to walk away?"
Knox adds that the ·school
is not a permanent place for
children with dyslexia. Instead, the school gives them
the skills they need to cope
with the problem, since it is a
permanent
condition.
However, it is a problem that
can be overcome, as dyslexics
Bruce Jenner, Albert Einstein, Pablo Picasso and
Nelson Rockefeller have
shown.
In addition to the full time
program for children, the
school has a program for
dyslexic adults. Adults may
either attend a summer session at the school or attend
13, three hour sessions on
Saturdays. These sessions
consist of a one-on-one
language arts class, followed
by a group session in auditory
School, page 10

SC·programming is
an unused resource
by Wayne Starr
Future staff

- d~b,ating competition will be
held in the last two weeks of
February. Franzese describes
British-style debating as less

All students on campus, via
the Activities and Service fee serious than the American
they pay as part of tuition, variety. "The debaters take
help underwrite every event, turns cutt.i ng each other
from speakers to movl.es and down. It's light and
from ski trips to Shakespeare, humorous and all done in
that emanates from the Stu- good clean fun,'' Franzese
dent Center.
· said. To increase student interest, Franzese added, the
Program director ·Paul issues to be debated will be of
Franzese wishes more a general nature, of interest to
students would support these a wide variety of students and
events in body as much as will not require a technical
they do in the pocketbook. background.
Franzese estimates that of
the 15,000 students enrolled
On March 7, a multimedia
at UCF, only about one in presentation, "Earth Walk",
four· takes advantage of the a revolutionary look at our
many events planned by the _ planet, will be shown in the
Programs and Activities SCA. The Florida Symphony
Council.
will perform on campus
March 30 in the SCA and the
In outlining some of the Miss UCF pageant will be
many events scheduled fo:t held there one week later. The
this semester, Franzese urges pageant winner , will parall students to "get ticipate in the Miss Florida
involved". To get the most contest.
for their money, Franzese
Franzese also hopes to
says, students should ''keep
their eyes and ears open, and reschedule two events
read the Future and its . originally planned for last
'Diversions' section" to stay semester: a debate between
up to date with what's going George McGovern and Cal
Thomas, the executive direcon each week.
tor of the Moral Majority;
Because the majority of tind an Al Franken-Tom
students do not live on cam- Davis show.
pus and do not see the univerMcGovern was forced to
sity as the focal point of their
social lives, Franzese admits drop out when he became an
that many students come to announced presidential canschool for classes only, never didate. If McGovern's status
dreaming of returning at changes between now and the
night to take in a play or end of April, Franzese hopes
listen to a speech. By offering to get him to honor his agreea wide variety of events, the ment.
Student Center hopes to appeal to a greater segment of
Franken and Davis have
commuter students.
written for and performed on

A

two-m~n.

British-style
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An evening· with Jeff Cohen, the man behind 'Late is Great'
by Mitch Varnes
Future staff

It was at the Tootsie look·
alike contest during UCF's
Homecoming week that I
first met Jeff Cohen. Oh, sure,
I'd seen· him on TV, and like
every~me else, I asked myself,
"Who is this guy?" Seated
behind a dark pair of glasses
and a cluttered desk, he could
be anyone from Clark Kent to
the eV,er elusive Hunter
Thompson.
At last, my great opportunity. On an invitation from
the mystic himself, I decided
to visit ·wMOD-TV chanl)el
43 in Melbourne and find out
just why "Late is Great."
I walked past four or five
doors until I came to one
marked "NOT AN ENTRANCE." All right, I'd.
made it. After entering and
wandering aimlessly around
tlie -place for a few minutes,
someone approached me and
asked what I was doing. "Oh,

Jeff's guest? Well, he's in
makeup right now,'' he said.
"Can I show you around?" I
said sure, anxious to find out
all I could.
My tour guide was Steve
Heidelberg, a channel 43
cameraman. We went into a
room filled with at least 60
miniature television screens
and video recorders. Over in
the comer were what ap·
peared to be several elec·
· trocardiograms. I figured this
meant that the show was stil)
alive.
I was then introduced to
Marian H. Griffin, the show's
director. She was seated in
the middle of it all, busily
working out all the last
minute bugs and everything
else a television director does,
when Jeff walked in. He
greeted me and took me to his
studio. There it was, the set.
Wow! I cruised around,
checking out everything. I
.didn't know what I was looking for, but it appeared to all

....;-:

. Mitch Varnes/Future

Jeff Cohen keeps late nighters company on 'Late is Great.'
be there, all the essentials for who this guy is and what he is
, trying to prove by staying up
a television station.
all night. He told me to go
I turned around to ask a ahead and sit in the chair next
question, but he was gone. to his desk. God, I felt like Ed
There he was, perched on· his sitting next to Johnny.
throne, working out
few
Cohen, a 32-year-old New
last-minute bugs of his own. I Jersey native, has been in the
thought this was a good time entertainment business for
to jump in and find out just the last . 15 years. He

a

· graduated from Emerson College in Boston, where he was
taught by the likes of Rod
Serling and Gene Roddenberry.
Cohen worked for radio station WCBN in Boston for
seven years, where he to~k
. over for Peter Wolfe, who quit
to form the J. Geils Band.
Cohen also worked as a standup comic in Boston an.d New
York before moving to Orlan·
do, where he formed the Fun·
ny Farm. Through his persistence, Cohen got the
owners of Park A venue to
open Spit.. He booked all the
concerts there in addition to
the ones at the now-defunct
Joint in the Woods. This is
his first television show.
It's almost 11:30 p.m. now
and everyone is in their
places. A voice comes out of
nowh_e re, saying, "Five
seconds, Jeff." He hl,llTiedly
gathers everything in front of
him and prep.a res for "Live at
Late is Great."

School-from page 9

'(OUR

discrimination.
Each month the school has
observation days so that interested parents can have a
chance to see what's going on.
These observation sessions
take place on the third Tuesday of each month and start
at 8:30 a.m. According to
Knox, it is important for
observers to be there at the
start of the session, since the
first two classe~ of 'the day
form the base of the whole
program.

RL lf:.AK
Mf:.f:.1 C~
MPUS Rf:.P ·
CooR'SC~ .

•

People who are interested in
the May screening sessions
·should contact the school ear·
ly in February to get on the
list. The cost for the two-and·
a-half hour session is $100,
but getting on the list does
not obligate the person in any
way, explains Knox . .
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Saturday Night Live and are
a popular draw on college
campuses throughout the
country.
As the Florida primary in
March draws nearer, other
presidential hopefuls will be
invited to speak. Both former
President Jimmy Carter and
i:ndependent presidential can·
didate John Anderson have
spoken here, as well as several
minor party candidates.
In addition, there will be
several more Hot Issues Programs. The Jan. 25 program
will deal with Proposition 1.
Other Hot Issues topics in·
elude chemical dumping,
Cuba and the Ku Klux Klan.

c- 1983 Adolph Coon Company Golden. Colorado 60401 Brewer of Fone Quality Beers Since 16 73

Franzese · also said another
ski trip, this time to Colorado,
is planned for the spring
break. A Bahamas -cruise is
also being considered.
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. , Document institute
has a way with words

Van Halen's latest
is nothing special
by Joe Jervis

from them.
There is no heavy metal
cliche left untouched here-meaningless, meandering
guitar solos, bone-crunching
chords and inane lyrics
abound. Also, I would not lie
to you, there is , actually a
song on this album entitled
"Hot for Teacher.'.'.At first, it
is irritating to find that the
album's song titles are not
listed on the album cover or
on the inner sleeve. On second
thought, it makes a little
sense. Tl~ere's no need to embarrass the people buying
this record. After all, these
are the same ·people that ask
for a paper bag when buying
Penthouse at the corner convenience store.
- "1984" opens surprisingly
well. The title cut is a pleasant, although pointless, synthesized introduction to the
current single, uJump" ~ Catchy and melodic, "Jump" will
surely become the most suecessful Van Halen singl~ yet.
(I shudder when I remind you
of their last single--1982's
criminal destruction of Martha and the Vandellas' 1964
Motown classic, "Dancing in
the Stre~t".) "Jump" is not
your typical Van Halen tune.
Eddie Van Halen's beautifully understated keyboard work

Future staff

When you first learn that
the title of the new Van Halen
album is "1984", you might
think, ''A~. concept album.
Probably has to do with Big
Brother, nihilism and the encroachment of government into private life."
·Then almost immediately
you think, "Wait a minute
this is Van Halen we're talk:
ing about. These guys never
thought beyond what color
lead singer David Lee Roth's
Spandex pants should be.''
To be sure, heavy metal
bands have never been noted
for probing songs · about
modern problems or in, trospective musings about
relationships. Most prefer to
scream about cars, girls,
drinks and pot (and the really
good ones work in all four in
the same song). Not that
there's anything wrong with
it--heavy metal is part of
growing up. It just seems to
come naturally, with your
first car, eight-track players
and complexion problems.
For those of you with fond
memories of those-days, or for
those of you who are still in
them, take heart! Van Halen
has not let you down. ''1984 ''
is everything you'd expect

Send now
fortheonly
book on crime
ever written
by adog!

!
i
,
is the hook, sounding very
much like a muted Prince.
Flying out of the record
stores the way it is, look for
"Jump" to go at least Top
Ten.
Everything goes pretty
much downhill after "Jump".
"Drop Dead Legs", "Girl
Gone Bad", "House of Pain"
and the aforementioned "Hot
for Teacher"· could have been
done by any number of
faceless heavy metal bands,
were it not for the presence of
David Lee Roth's patented
screech. "I'll Wait" is the only other bearable number on
the album, with again a pleasant synthesized touch, only
this time they do it like
Genesis.
My advice is to buy the
single. If you really like heavy
metal, there are younger,
more inventive and interesting bands doing it. But
if you must have the album,
at least you can tell people
that you got it because of the
great cover art. That's probably the best thing about
"1984".

Operating instructions and utilizes outside experts,
technical manuals may not be graduate students and staff
as j un to read as the color ·members. The translation of a
comics, but in this computer document into a foreign
age they may be more impor- language, for example, nortant. While they may not give mally involves a computer, a
you a ·chuckle, understanding student and a faculty
member, Omans explained.
I technical data may be the key
"Let's say 'there is a comto financial security.
pany
in the United States
. With that. in mind, English
with
a
manual they want to
professor Stuart Omans has
sell
to
a· Spanish-speaking
established the Institute for
the country will
country.
But,
Technical · Documentation,
not
buy
it
unless it is
the first center of its kind in
translated
into
acceptable
Florida. bmans says the need
technical
language.
We make
for a service capable of handllevel~
rough
translation
a
first
ing ever-increasing demands
for technical documentation with a computer. Then a stuwas the reason for opening dent translator takes it a step
the center. .Queries from the further. And then, a prohigh-tech industries in the fessor, competent in both
area to UCF's Office of English and Spanish, reviews
Research became more than the document to make sure
the office could handle. To both computer and student
meet the standards ofquality have made an idiomatically
demanded by clients, Omans correct translation. He enhas put together a nucleus of sures that equivalent words
UCF professionals to work as work o:r;i t~e sophisticated
level necessary in technical
consultants and translators.
Current services available language.''
include computer-assisted
"It's exciting to be part of a
translations of technical
program like this.
pilot
documents into French,
Nothing
like ·it exists in
Spanish, G.erman, Russian,
and
the response from
Florida
Arabic and Italian; seminars
others
at
regional
and nafor cli~nts and development of .
tional
meetings
has
been
very
original technical documents.
positive. They are amazed
that we put together the conWhi.le most of the work is
cept
and have already started
done on campus by local
the
program,''
Omans said.
faculty, the institute also

WHY PAY
EXTRA TO A MIDDLEMAN?

I NEED 12 -GOOD
"NOT MEDIOCRE"
ASPIRING ACTORS

Get hot
tips on
crime
.prevention!

GO DIRECT T.O THE
SPECIALIST WHO DOESTHE WORK.

1111111~1
RADIATOR .SPECIALIS.TS

NEW RADIATORS,
REB,UILT RADIATORS,
·HEATERS & WATER PUMPS
.CLEAN & REPAIR RADIATORS &
GAS TANKS

Will pay good money
for your unique ·talent.
Best hours in the world.
And live on $250-$500
a week!

I

,\\ ./@'1
Write to:
McGruff'"'
Crime Prevention Coalition · 1
Box 6600
Rockville,M:d. 20850

TAKE A BITE OUT OF

CI E
~ 1981

10662 E. Colonial Dr.·
drlando
275-9327

Must inquire to get full details.
Call678-3279·Sean 'Miller.
9·5 M·T.

The Advert181ng Council, Inc.

A meeee.ge from the
Crime PrEJVention Coal!tlon,

this publication and The Ad Council.

2300 N. Park Ave
Maitland
644-9327

630 Clifton St.
Pine Hills
291-9327
-
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THE UCF MARKETING CLUB
PRESENTS

MEMBERSHIP MANIA BEER BASH
Place:QUALITY INN
Date: FRI. JAN.20
Time:8:00pm

JOIN US!

FREE BEER & APPETIZERS

i
i•

!•
i

:
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·
slides-friends-fun . . !
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The STORE Wllh
MORE II '84 ·

FAIRWA

YOU I HIPPY llD PROSPEROUS YEAR.

FLORIDA PREMIUM FRESH

FRYER

MIXED PARTS
L••

FRESH PORK LOIN

FOR A SiiPE-

~c
REG
6 PACK W

sac

FLORIDA FRESH PREMIUM

COUNTRY STYLE
FRYER
RIBS
LEG QUARTERS

98C

USO( CHOICE BEEF BOIE II CALIFORllA

CHUCK ROAST ••••• LB. S

~

I 58

USDA CHOICE BLIDE CUT SHOULDER

1 68
USDA CHOICE LEH
· .
CHUCK STEW BEEF LB. $1 • 78
USDA CHOICE IEEF · ·
SHORT RIBS •••••••• LB. s I • 2 8
ROAST.~ •••••• LI.

·

LAMB CHOPS •••••• LB. S 1 •

•

USDA CHOICE IEEF CllUCI SHOULDER •HI . . .$

·ARM

LB.48C

•

~

58

HYDEPIRI TO POP

POP CORN

SHIEST FROZEI

LIBBY'S PLlll OR CHICIEI

FLOUNDER FILLETS LB.

VIENNA Sj

s I . 88
FRESH
PORK NECK BONES ••• u. 39c·
ITILIAI
PROllMllEIL
VEAL CUTLETS ••••• LB. S5 • 4 8
STYLE

HO•L REIULIR OR HOT I

CHILI W/B
lllCY YORI ClllDlll

PURPLE PL

•IED TOP •UID

ROAST BEEF
FIEKY111-l·Cl'D Piii

COUNTRY I~

111mmu P•PA•D

POTATO SAi
I PIECE mlE1' THllll 11

FRIED CHIC

ORANGE JUICE

JENO'S ·p1zzA ROLLS
COMBINATION & NACHO

.--· PET VALENCIA BLEND

-~~/
~

640%.iac_.
.

.. .

conAGE CHEESE I• IZ. s 1 .44

...........

6 OZ. PKG.
i

;2FOR$,

~·- --·

PET CIElllY

SANDWICH MATE •••• 12 IZ. 98

¢

ITALI

:.:. !.

1

j'f.#

,.1VITAMINS E 400~4 • 18
"

l•IU IN Tlllfll

lllE llEI II' .• II IZ. lllmllC Cl••

DISH DETIRGINT •••• S2.28

.__.

IDEI •

. .,

ANGEL FOfl
Elm -

11ZE

APPLE PIES•
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·O R'S

BEER

PEPSI
COLA

oz.

48

OLDEN FLAKE

t .. ORN AND

DOS CHIPS

.

· 8PACK
16 oz.
BOTTLES

PEPSI-LIGHT • DIET PEPSI
PEPSI ~~EE· MOUJ-JTAIN DEW

ULAR OR LIGHT
~o RETURN 12
BOnLE

•
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PLUSs

D~PO ~; ~

.

LIBBY'S VEGETABLES
FRENCH STYLE GREEN BEANS
YELLOW CORN. GREEN PEAS

-NE GET ONE FREE!

09

•

61/20Z.
BAG

FOR BOTH

98C
.
USAGE ••••• 2/SI
TtU OZ.
.
•Ns •••••••••• 88c
LUMS ••••• 15oz. 3/S 1
I ••••••••• 32 oz. Ill
El5 OZ.

llOTil CLEAR Ol llTUUL

-

1 •68
-Mllllll IHITE 5 LI. Ill
LONG GRAIN RICE .•• S I • 88
APPLE JUICE ••••• 84 oz. s

c1n11101 ru11 01 •11Hu11H. r11. OF 12

HOT COCOA MIX •••• S
IEIEllC 100 COUil TllLEll

-

I

TEA BAGS .~ ••••••••••••••

.
•3 9

98C

.

N BREAD'
FRESH

I

BAKED
DAILY
16 oz.
LOAF

6 8 "'v :

:»OD CAKE

U.C .F.

....oi
<

.SI• 58
s1 • 58

11•••••••• EICI

>

.

~<

ONIALDR.

FAIRWAY

THIS AO EFFECTIVE WED., JAN. 18
THROUGH TUES., JAN. 24, 1984
WE ACCEPT U.S.D.A.
FOOD STAMPS
We Reserve The Right To
Limit Quantities Purchased

~-

-W-
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WINTERIZE YOUR CAR

Good selection·
at everyday
low prices
l

REMANUFACTURED

ALTERNATORS
LIFETIME
GUARANTEE

.

~Q P'

e
e

"

NEAPCO

FOUR SEASONS

U-JOINTS

HEATER
CONTROL
VALVES

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICES

r,• • -

11

•

••

~

~ --J -

EVERYDAY

LOW PRICES

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICES

6210 S. Orange Blossom Trail -859-6171
5410 Silver Star Road -298-8230
Sunday to Sunday
7:00 am to 11 :00 pm
3098 Aloma Avenue- 677-5488
5687 Curry Ford Road -282-0572

WITH EXCHANGE

. . . ---.....-i
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Hamlet

Directed by Ron Daley

8:00 PM SCA
WED FEBRUAR'Y 1st
.

.

$3.00 Students $5.00 General Public
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WHO WANTS TO SPEND SPRING BREAK IN BITHLO?

Check out the fun , sun, and
whatever else happens In

SKI
BRECKINRIDGE

FT. LAUDERDALE
this spring break.
It's -everything you've
ever dreamed about
and gotten slapped for.

DATE

. March 15,16,17

TIME-

4 sunny days and
3 partying nights
at the beach

PLACE

Holiday Inn Oceanside
Ft. Lauderdale Beach

Transportation , accomadations and
.fantastic time provided
For more info contact SC rm. 215

spring break
March 7-14
. PACKAGE INCLUDES:
round trip airfare Orlando to Denver
and' transfers. to Breckinridge
7 nights condominium lodging
for further information
contact SC 215 or call x2611

NATION.AL COLLEGIATE
SKI ASSOCIATION

THE PROGRAM AND ACTIVITIES
. COUNCIL .
1

IS THE ORGANIZATION THAT BRINGS YOU:
Orientation
Homecoming (David Brenner)
Tom Deluca
Snowshoe, W.Va Ski Trip
Rich Hall
Leisure Classes
Outdoor Movie (Tootsie)
Dr. Ruth Westheimer ·
P.S.-Personnal Seminars
Dodge Daytona Race
Hot Issues
National Shakespeare Hamlet
is beginning again with new committee
meetings times and a place for you to get
involved. For information on how you too
can .join the ACTION,. call 275-2611 or come
by Student Center 215.
PAC Is funded through the Activities and Services Fees, as allocated by the Student Government of the University of Central Florida.

EXHIBITION
AND SALE
.

.

•-------- 0~~LU@©®'3--------

Proposition num.1

AMERICAN·EUROPEAN·ORIENTAL
ORIGINAL ETCHINGS • WOODCUTS • LITHOGRAPHS • SERIGRAPHS
BY OLD AND MODERN MAST~RS

SC

·If Proposition 1 Passes

COURTYARD

It would:

MONDAY

A. Eliminate 90°/o OF U of F; or
B. All of FSU plus 41 % of ·FAMU;or
C . .UNF, UWF, FAU, FAMU, plus 33o/o of
FIU; or
D. USF, plus 67% of UCF.

JANUARY
23

Find out the facts about the Hottest
and most relevant issue in Florida.

Wed Feb 8:00 pm

SCA

-HOMECOMING MEETING
Wed. Jan. 25 4:00 SC Rm. 211
For more info contact 275-2611

22
Movie
"The Missionary"
8:30pm SCA

23
Marson Gallery
Exhibit
11-S:OOpm SOL

29

30
Canadian Studies
Speaker: Professor
Richard Price
"Choosing
Canadian Lead· ers"

5
-·

Movie "Psycho"
8:30pm SCA

31
Men's Basketball
UCF VS Rollins
Home 8 pm
Toll Gate Porty
3-6:00pm
Israel Opportunity
Dav.9-4

BFA Student
Exhibitions
Feb 6-17,20-29 .

26

Hot Issues
Program
8 pm SCA

Miiier
Welcome
Bock
Porty

Homecoming Meeting
4:00 pm

Park Avenue

1
Hamlet by
· Not'I Shakespeare
8pm SCA
Lost and Found
Auction
TKE Brother/
Pledge Auction

27
Gome Night
10pm-5om

3

·2
sx American
CANCER Society ·
Basketball Corry

G.M.A.T. Test
given

Alumni Pizza &
Beer Nlte
5:30 UDR
Movie "Psycho"
6&9pm SCA

Phi Theta Koppa
Comm. College
Day
SCA

Men's Basketball
vs Fl. Southern

G.R.E. Test given

7

6
Art Dept Gallery

25

24

Men's Basketball
vs FIT 8 pm

SC GAMENIGHT
Free Pool and Board Games
Fri. Jan. 27

A paid supplement by the PAC, a.,

Jent government funded organization . .
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Men upset by St. Leo
by Mike Rhodes
Sports editor

The men's basketball team
had their three game wining
st~eak snapped when they
were upset by visiting St.
Leo, 62-60, Tuesday. It was
UCF's first Sunshine State
Conference loss in three
games.
Momentum
shifted
throughout the game, but it
was St. Leo's Monarchs who
ended up with the final advantage. The Knights started
slow, falling behind 11-6 in
the opening n,llnutes, but battled back to take the lead
16-14 With 9:30 left in the
half. An offensive surge,
coupled. with agresseive
defensive play in the final two
minutes allowed the Knights
to take an 8 point, 36-28 lead
into the locker room at
halftime.
As the second half got

under way it seemed that the
game might be turned into a
rout for the Knights, extending their lead 14 points,
44-30 with 16:25 left. It was
at that point that the Monarchs began whittling away at
the deficit, and the. Knights
began to flounder. Over the
course of the final fifteen
minutes, the Monarchs used a
patient passing offense to cut
UCF's lead to 1 point at the
7:10 mark. From there the
game went down to the wire.
The Knights did not reliriquish their lead until St. Leo's
Bradley McDonald hit two
foul shots to tie the game
60-60.
On the Knights ensuing
possession they failed to
regain the lead, and with just
sixteen seconds left in the
game St. Leo, with possession
of the ball, called time out.
After much judicious play
calling on both sides, play

resumed. The Monarchs came
out showing a spread offense,
bringing the Knights outside,
opening up the middle for
McDonald who put in the
deciding bucket for the
Monarchs and their first conference win of the season.
In women's action, the
Lady Knights ·cruised to an
easy 89-53 victory over St.
Leo in the doubleheader with
the men. UCF's Rochelle Lee
scored a career high 21 total
points to lead all scorers.
Suzy Brase contributed 14
points and Susan Patz and
Dorine Van Tongeren each
had 13 to pace the Knights.
The women's record now
moves up to 2-1 in the conference and 11-5 overall.
The men and women are
together again tonight in a
doubleheader against Univer. sity of Tampa in Tampa. Tipoff time is scheduled for 5:15 ·
p.m.

Pam Gimso-n/Future

UCF's Larry Gowins goes up high over St. Leo's Tim Lovett
(52), for two of his 15 points.

Inept announcers abound
by Mike Rhodes·
Sports editor

Side
The American people have Lines

Pam Glmson/Future

Christine Strahl battles inside heavy traffic in the women's
89-53 rout of St. Leo.

Women shoot for
Conference title
by Dan Russo
Future sports

The Lady Knights of Central Florida opened up their
Sunshine State Conference
play with a disappointing loss
to Florida Southern. The
Knights, seeking . their third
straight SSC title, were beat
by the Moccasins, 60-53, Jan.
10 in Lakeland.
The loss marked the first
time in two years that the
Knights have lost a conference game. Ironically, the
last time the Knights lost a
conference
game, it was to
the Moccasins, 61-60, during
the 1981-82 season. Last
season the Knights finished
with a 12-0 conference record.
Head coach Joe Sanchez
said the Lady Knights did not

play well under the boards,
shoot well or play an intelligent game in the loss to
Florida Southern.
"By .losing our fir:st conference game, we have a long
··ray to come back. It will take
a • 't of character," said Sanchez. "You don't know what
you ha :e until it's gone."
Sanchez a'2 ied however, that
the loss will give him a better
look at his personnel.
The SSC will be much
tougher than last year, according to Sanchez, and if the
defending conference champions want a repeat, Sanchez
feels they will have to ''play
every game with, heart, desire
and intensity.'' Sanchez says
Rollins, Tampa and Florida
Women, page 20

for far too long been forced to
suffer through sporting
events hosted by those twits
that we in the field call
"sports broadcast journalists.'' The title implies a
certain amount of professional quality. Titles can be
deceiving. So in the spirit of
lists, ratings, surveys and
other statistical analyses, I
have, after at least 30
minutes of carefui consideration, compiled a list of the 10
worst sports broadcast j ournalists that I have been inhumanely subjected to.
1) Ara Parseghian- Here's a
man stricken with fortune.
Alas, success for the ex-Notre
Dame coach was too heavy a
burden. Parseghian opted for
the relatively low pressure
job of... expert commentator?
Color commentator? I don't
know. Whatever his job is,
Parseghian doesn't do it very
well.
2) Hank Stram- There is so'm e one
worse
than
Parseghian. Stram doesn't
even have the "burden of success" excuse. However I find
some satisfaction in the fact
that he has been sentenced to
cover a majority of Bucs'
games by the CBS brass
3) Rod Luck- There are six
basic questions that every
good journalist asks. When I
first witnessed Rod Luck I instinctively asked these questions. WHO is Rod Luck?
Even more distressing,
WHAT is Rod Luck? WHY
has Channel 6 seen fit to
release Buddy Pittman (not
that he was great, but he's
not Rod Luck). The next question is WHEN& That's easy:

when I stopped watching
Channel 6 sports. Luck is
alleged to have come from
Pennsylvania, but WHERE&
Where meaning what hole.
Finally, HOW & I'd rather not
speculate.
I really shouldn't pick on
him since he is new on the
scene, and I haven't had occasion to meet him. Maybe I'll
get LUCKy, but I've always
felt that first impressions are
best.
4) Greg Gumbel- This is a

· sp6rts journalist? I think
everyone who watches ESPN ·
knows what I mean. As far as
I'm concerned, he's just someone's brother.
5) Brent Musberger- A boon
to the sports world you say?
Wrong. He.'s just another
poor excuse for a job.
Theoretically, he holds down
the fort at CBS "sports control." His work and that of
the CBS sports control crew
has to rate even worse than
Pabst commercials.
6) Phyllis George- Truly a
triumph for the womens'
movement. Phyllis sure
helped me see the soft side of
Worst, page 21

Savage dead at 32
Future sports columnist immediately. "He looked realRussell Allen "Raz" Savage ly gross," she said. "His face
was killed in a bizarre acci- was all messed up. There was
blood all over the place and
dent Dec. 31.
Savage, who had been with his foot was in his mouth. He
the Future for just one was dead all right."
Savage, 32, in addition to
semester, wa·s visiting
being
a student and journalist
relatives in Indiana when the
was
also
a plumber's helper
tragedy occurred. According
and
a
Methodist.
to Genivieve Plump, Savage's
He is survived by his wife
cousin, a group of eight
Bertha
Ruth~ affectionately
relatives was playing
known
as
"Brutal," and his
volleyball in a schoolyard
children,
Shane
Peter '' Spaz,''
when the ball got away.
9,
and
Sarah,
6.
Savage ''just took off after it
The funerai was held in
without looking where he was
going," Plump said, and ran Muncie on Jan. 4, and a
onto a soccer field where a memorial service was held in
pickup game was in progress. Orlando Jan. 13. In lieu of
Savage's timing was never _ flowers, the family requests
worse. His jaunt onto the donations to the Raz Savage
field was perfectly syn- Memorial Scholarship Founchronized with a fast break dation, in care of the Future,
and he was trampled by near- P.O. Box 25000, Orlando.
The staff of the Future
ly all the players on both
sides who were racing wishes to express its deepest
sympathy to the family and
towards the goal.
Plump said that Savage did friends of Raz Savage, a fine
not suffer, as he died almost man who will be missed by all.
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Sports Briefs
Event .
Track Meet
"Home on the Range" Golf
· Free Throw Shoot Out
Racquetban Singles
Coed Volleyball
Racquetball Doubles
Softball
Floor Hockey
Wrestling
. Softball Home Run Derby
·Superstars
There will be an
organizational meeting for
the newly formed UCF
Track Club. The meeting is
scheduled for Feb. 7 at 4
p.m. in room 211 of the
Student Center. Coordinator Jake Bow mer
urges all interested persons
to attend. For more information call 27 5-4802 or
275-4325.

• • •
The "Home on · the
Range" golf tournament

Entry Date

Playing Dates

Jan. 24
Jan. 27
Jan. 30-Feb. 2
Feb. 1
Feb. 2
Feb. 15
Feb. 21
March 6
March 28
April 2-5
April 5

Jan. 26
Jan.27
Jan. 30-Feb. 7
Feb. 3-4
Feb. 7-March 8
Feb. 17-18
Feb. 27-April 19
March 19-April 19
March 29
April 2-7
April 6-7

series cont'i nues this be held on the UCF track
semester with a two-man · on Thursday, beginning at
Best Ball event on Jan. 27 4 p.in. Entries, team or inon the UCF driving range. dividual, are due by TuesTee-off 'times are scheduled day at Recreational Serfor noon, 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. . vices room 101.
Sign up early at Recrea• • •
tional Services room 101
Linebacker and strength
and get your choice of tee- coach J.D. bavis resigned
times. Students, faculty from the UCF football
and staff are welcome and coaching staff. Davis, a 29
encouraged to participate.
year-old native of the
Dominican Republic, had
• • •
just joined the program
The annual Intramural last season. No reason was
Track and Field Meet will given for his resignation.

Tim Barto/Future

The wrestling Knights haven't had a match for a while, l,>ut
they are keeping active. Here, sophomore Mike Bouchard (left)
squares off in practice.

Women

0 0 D

~·

~

& SPI .RITS

UCF NIGHT

LGGK WHAT YOU CAN GET FOR

YOUR FRIENDS WITH YOUR. UCF ID:
*
*
*
*
*

2 for 1 Cocktails
Giant 23oz. Beers $1.50
Appetizers
Snacks
Nachos

Southern, with their board
shooting, are the teams that
will give UCF the most trouble this season.
Last Saturday, UCF saw
past a 36-34 Florida International halftime lead to take a
68-52 victory. UCF (10-5, 1-1)
was led by senior forward
Dorine Van Tongeren.with 23
points and sophomore Susan
Patz with 18.
Leading into the second half of the season, Patz is second in the conference in scor. ing with 16.7 points a game
and Van Tongeren is seventh
with 12.8 points a game. Van
Tongeren is third in the conference in rebounding,
averaging 9.6 per game. UCF
guard Suzy Brase is second in
assists with 60 and senior
Karen Harvey is fourth with
53.
The Knights made an addition to their roster last week.
Dylette Ashwood, a 5-foot-6inch freshman guard from
Tampa is the newest member
of the squad.
The Knights .play tonight
against · the University of
Tampa in Tampa.

CHILD ABUSERS
ARE MORE
HELPLESS ntAN
THEIR CHILDREN.
Most child abusers are
truly unl!ble to help
themselves. They were
<!bused while growing
up. so they've learned
no other W llY to rnise
their own children. BeCl!use they are so helple ss about rnising their
own c hildren . child
ab use rs are as muc h th e
vic tim s of a vicious
cyc le as th e c hildre n
th ey ab u ~e . Yet c hild
ab users t:an be helped .

Every Wed. Night
· 9:00 pm • Closing
Orlando Fasion Square Mall 898·6041

from page 19

HELP DESTROY A FAMILY
TRADl110N. WRR'E:

Orlando
Palatka. Fl. • Chicago
Waukegan • ·Aurora, II.

•

Na1 1onal Comm1 11ee lor
Preven 11on o f Child Abuse
B ox 2866 Chicago 111 60690

A Pu bhc Serv1c.t: of This ewspctpflt
& 1 hl' Aavrr11sing Council

~
!:K~: ~

•
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SHANE'S HAIR DESIGNS

• Baseball team readies
by Dan Russo
Future sports

•

The UCF Fighting Knights
baseball team is gearing up
for what Head Coach Jay
Bergman feels will be a very
competitive sixty game
season.
Bergman, in his second
season as head baseball
coach~ said that he has been
very pleased with the progress of the team. During the
first week of 'p ractice
Bergman said the team is
mainly doing a lot of running
and throwing to loosen up the
players' bodies_.
Bergman confessed the
tean: has a very difficult

schedule in the early going,
playing many Division I
schools. He added, however,
that by the time the preconference games go by he
will have a good idea how well
the team will do in the conference, how well the pitching
holds up, how deep the pitching staff is, if the team can
absorb an injury and maintain offensive abilities.
Bergman is shooting for a
forty-win season . and the
playoffs this year, stating
that to play this kind of
$Chedule the team must get
mentally tough.
This year's ball club will be
a line drive hit and run club,
according to ·Bergman, with

more speed than last year's
squad.
As for the Sunshine State
Conference, Bergman feels it
will be even more competitive'
than last year. Bergman said
that many of the teams in the
SSC have improved over last
year and he added that
Florida Southern, Eckerd and
Rollins will still be the teams
to beat in order to win the
co:qference.
Combined with the team's
vastly improved pitching
staff and defense, Bergman is
confi.d ent he can field a competitive team. "I believe we
can be in a playoff situation
this year,'' said Bergman.

671-4700
$2.50 off mens hairstyle
~3~~0 off ladles hairstyle
Includes: Shamp6o, condition,
preclsl~n _C?ut., ·
blow c:l..Y ~ San Jose Center
2234 Winter Wood Blvd.
Winter Park, Florida 32792

·exp. 4-30-84

PROFESSIONAL -- - R·E:s-uM'E
DESIGN
,-inter.view ski'lls & marketing techniques
Cover letters for professionaJ acce,ptance
Proficient typing & word processing servi~s 
·c ;areer assessment testing & interpretation .
,Econo~ic~l ,prompt & guaranteed satisfaction

.!lrtandbi

·894-7726.

l!;!1sultants, ilic.1 ·. • · ·

21·11E.MichiganAve.,Suit.e126,0rlando,FL32806·
1IW. off with
current
stud4!nt
1.0.
.
.
- - ··· ··
.

~·

.v~ Rand SaltSg_av~r~ A~tom~3' ·
·P~~~o~ Injury and Wrongful Death'

•

Defective Product Injuries·
-Crimlnal'Lllw . ·:lnitialc9nsultation
- available Withaut charge :
..16 West Pine Street
Odand~. Florid8 ·l3~5~ 841-0342·

•

!I!
:i
~

.

•

~
E

~
~

-

~

Baseball is just around the corner and the men are hard at work preparing for a tough sixty
game seaso~.
from page 1~

Worst

Some of them are: Lyndsey possible. Cosell is a man of
Nelson-should've stayed in principle. He valiantly proradio; Charlie Jones-Charlie claimed to the nation that he
who? 1'1erlin Olsen-a better would never work another
florist; Dick V ermiel·another boxing match, to show his
coach gone bad; and the entire ·dissatisfaction with the proChannel 43 sports team who tection of boxers. His gesture
so ineptly covered Knights moved us all. My stomach
football. I'm sure that I left turned, but at least he is out
someone out, so don't be in· of one sport.
suited if your favorites aren't
If Mondays weren't bad
here.
en9ugh, Cosell has to go and
10) Who is the absolute terrorize innocent football
worst sports broadcast jour- games. What is the world
crosses. We're so fortunate to
nalist? Who could make Mon- coming to when I have to dehave someone to guide us
days worse than usual? My pend on "Dandy" Don
through the darkness.
undisputed . champion of Meredith and 0.J. Simpson to
8) Ed McMahon- I know champions has to be Howard keep Cosell quiet. Being an
what you're probably saying. Cosell. I can't think of enough unscrupulous sports fan, I
• "Mike, he's no sports jour- bad things to adequately agonize through the games
despite him, only screaming
nalist.'' I'm well aware of
summarize
my
total
distaste
when
he obnoxiousiy calls
that, but if Ed McMahon
for
him,
but
I'll.give
it
a
shot.
O.J.,
"Juice."
were, he would undoubtedly
Cosell has an uncanny
If you have a gripe or grumbe bad.
knack
for
making
anything
ble
about anything in the
9) I'll just devote this porinto
an
issue.
This
can
be
seen
world
of sports, get in touch
tion of the list to those who
were so horrible they only in his show "Sportsbeat," with me at the Future
deserved casual mention. which I try to miss as often as editorial office.
the sports world. She taught
me that nice guys don't have
to finish last. Instead, they
can get highlighted in
nauseating halftime productions.
7) Ferdie Pacheko- .Where
• would we be without the expert commentary of ''fight
doctor" Ferdie Pacheko? Boxing matches are so difficult to
follow these days, what with
all th<?se uppercuts and

·The Ground Hound's Alive with

HAPPY
OUR''·
menu,!

• 1/2 Pound Burgers
• Steak
(all sizes)
• Finger Foods * fish • other Seafoods

~~The. Goodtime

Meeting Place"

FUTURE Super Bowl Predictions
•

Editor in Chief Julie Norris -·-------·-······-··- Washington
Business Manager Phil Storey -·····-·-·-·----··-····-· Raiders
News Edi tor Rick Bruns on ----------------·--------- Washington
Managing Editor Roger Simmons ------------------------ Raiders
Production Assistant Karen Hancock -·········-····· Washington
Secretary Barbara Moon ----·-·--------------------- Washington

by
by
by
by
by
by

13
6
7
3
3
4

·------------------------------------------------------------

2901 East Colonial Drive
East of Colonial Plaza
, 894-9705
C GROUND ROUN D DIVISION 1963
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LEGISLATIVE REPORT
MEASURES ·ACTED UPON
BILLS:
16-01

December 6 1983
'

·

Requesting Funds for Improving the Kiosk
lntroducer:Stuart James
Vote:passed by acclamation
Allocates $901.32 for Improvement of the Student Government Kiosk.

16-24

Amending the Finance Code (Correction from last edition)
lntroducer:Ch.Mary MacArthur
Vote:passed Nov.17,1983
Places two complete and updated copies of the A&SF budget
notebooks In the Senate Secretary's office for Student Government use,
and one additional notebook shall be available to members of the student
body.

16-28

Allocating Funds to the Army ROTC
lntroducer:Ch. -Stuart James
Vote:passed by acclamation
Allocates $183.90 to the Army ROTC for the purchase of
new colors and accessories.

16-31

•

•

Amending the Executive Statutes
lntroducer:OAF Committee
Vote:passed by acclamation
Requires the SG Comptroller to publish a weekly report stating all
unbudgeted expenditures made by Student Government, and to report
to the A&SF Committee any deviations exceeding 1O 1/2 of any line
Item by clubs and organizations from their orlglonal allocations.

16-33

Allocating Funds for a Holiday Food Basket
lntroducer:Sen.Mdrgaret Ruff
Vote:passed by acclamation
Allocates $50.00 to purchase and supply one family (as designated by
the Salvation Army working with the· Orange County Social Services
Department) with a hollday food basket

RESOLUTIONS:

16-11

Requesting an Increase In Short Term Loan Maximum
-

16-12

16-14

lntroducer:Ch.Mary MacArthur ·
Vote:passed by acclamation
Requests that Financial Aid Increase the maximum short term loan at the beginning
of the term to $200.00 for those students normally quallfied,provlded they
. demonstrate the cost of their text and supplies exceed $150.00
Calling for the Disbursement of Certificates of Election signed by the
Chief Elections Commissioner.
lntroducer:Ch.Stuart James
Vote:passed bv acclamation
.
.
Requires that all senators elected to offic~ receive Certificates of Election sioned by the Chtef
Election Commissioner.
To Establish Deferment of Book Payments at the University Book Store
lntroducer:Sen.Mercedes Sosa
Vote:passed by acclamation
Resolves that a cathode ray tube(CRT) terminal be Installed In the
University Bookstore to facilitate the deferment transactions between
the students and the University.by the Fall of 1984, and that a
system be developed between the bookstore.the comptroller.and the
·
Financial Aid Office to Implement the deferment transaction.

••

•

CONGRATULATIONS Sen.Sosa on her first piece of legislation!
16-17

Concerning Phi Theta Kappa's Community College Day_
lntroducer:Ch.Stuart James
Vote:passed by acclamation ·
Urges support of the Student Government and the Administration for the efforts
of the Phi Theta Kapps In recognizing and working to solve the special needs of
transfer students at UCF.

16-18

Recommen_dlng Additional Attention to the Needs of the Music Department

•

1ntroducer:Sen.John Sowinski
Vote:passed by acclamation
Urges the administration to recognize the needs of the performing
groups of the Music Department among Its highest priorities
16-20

Concernlna the Toys tor Tots Proqrgm
lntroducer:Ch.Stuart James. Pro Tern. Cindy Spraker
Vote:passed by acclamation
Encourages each student,facullty member.and administration member to
bring In toys to be sent to the local Marine Unit participating
In the Toys for Tots Program

•

Respecttuliy Submitted by,
The Sixteenth Student Senate

•
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· associates

FOX HUNT LANES
A Townhome Community ·
·,

YOUR "Home Away From Home"

A Tremendous
Investment
Opportunity

~

------~ · STOP PAYING RENT ·FORJOHNNY

8
- - - - ' - - -··-"''
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Let Johnny help BUY a Townhome.
Invest $500.00 to reserve your Townhome N9Wt
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Let Liz·or Debbie show
you our neat floor plan ..
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.Call (305) 282-4293
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506 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32803
Post Office Box 4787
Winter Park, FL 32793
(305) 422-1111
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Rental Information Available
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Jog or ride your bike to school we're only 1.2 miles from the UCF entrance!
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Road trips tough for Knights
by Scott Gunnerson
Future sports

. The next three games for
the UCF Basketball team
may be the most crucial for
the Knights as they make
their run at the Sunshine
State Conference Championship. Tonight the Knights are
away against the Uitiversity
of Tampa. Next week they
. travel to Miami to play Biscayne and back to the Bay
area next Friday to play
Eckerd College in St.
Petersburg.
After those road trips the
Knights will play seven of
their last eight games at
home. The final game of the
regular season will be at
Enyart Alumni Fieldhouse
against Rollins College.
"We've got a big couple of
weeks of basketball coming
up," UCF head basketball
coach Chuck Machock said.
"The thing that gets me excited about our conference is
that we play five of six game~
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on the road in the first half. If guard at this time, we want
we can hold our heads up high him to also be a forward
that first hal~ and finish at 5-1 substitute," Coach Machock
or 4-2, the second time around said, "before we really didn't
we have nothing but home have one. We've got a very
games except road games to good center replacement in
Bruce Pringle. He's come in
St. Leo and Rollins."
"It's going to be a great once and scored 12 points
situatio!l for us if we can play when Ike (Isaac McKinnon)
solid basketball for the next was in foul trouble.
"Bruce gives us a very solid
few weeks,'' Coach Machock
said. "Our conference will be center replacement, but at our
won or lost l.n the next three forward position we just
weeks, I believe, and how well don't have a replacement for
we play on the road will make Dan Faison and Larry
a big difference. We got a ·Gowins unless we move Greg
good foot in the door with our Brown in to forward.''
win at Florida Southern."
When . two of Coach
Machock' s three jnside men Leading average scorers per
get into foul trouble, 6-foot-3inch starting guard Greg game as of Merrimack game:
Brown will be the man
Dan Faison -17.1
selected to go in and mix it up
with the big men inside. At
Aundre Reid - 10.0
the forward position, Brown
Greg Brown - 9.4
has the leaping ability to get
the key rebounds to start the
Larry Gowins - 9.7
fastbreak and the speed to
Isaac McKinnon - 8.4
keep up with the break and
score. "He's our starting

Pam Glmson/Future

Freshman guard Aundre Reid drives through St. Leo's
David Kellr, for the basket.

Take Charge At 22.

In most jobs, at 22
care of sophisticated
you're near the bottom
equipment worth
of the ladder.
millions of dollars.
In the Navy, at
It's a bigger chal22 you can be a leader.
lenge and a lot more
After just 16 weeks
responsibility than
of leadership training,
most corporations give
you're an officer. You'll
you at 22. The rewards
have the kind of job
are bigger, too. There's
·your education and training prepared
a comprehensive package of benefits,
you for, and the decision-making auincluding special duty pay. The starting
thority you need to make the most of it. salary is $17,000-more than most comAs a college graduate and officer
panies would pay you right out of college.
candidate, your Navy training is geared
After four years, with regular promoto making you a leader. There is no boot tions and pay increases, your salary will
camp. Instead, you receive professional
have increased to as much as $31,000.
As a Navy officer, you grow, through
training to help you build the technical
new challenges, new tests of your skills,
and management skills you'll need as a
- - - - - - - - - - and new opportunities
Navy officer. This training' is
NAVY OPPORTUNITY
.
W 341 1 to advance your eduINFORMATION CENTER
I
designed to instill
P.O. Box 5000. Clifton, NJ 07015
cation, including the
D I'm ready to take charge. Tell me more about I possibility of attending
confidence by firstthe Navy's officer programs .
({l)G) I
hand experience. You
graduate school while
Nam~----------1-earn by doing. On
First
iPlcuse Print1
Last
I you're in the Navy.
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Apt . # _ __
your first sea tour,
City_ _ _ _ _ scate _ _ _ z i p _ I
Don't just take a
you're responsible for I A g e _ _ tCollege/ l}niversity
I job. Become a Navy
managing the wor~ of
:J:Year in co11eg
+GP
officer, and take charge.
up to 30 men and the '•Major/ Minor
I Even at 22.
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This is for gencrnl n•cruitm4mt informittion . You do not have to fur-

nish any of tht.• inform~tion requesu•d . Of cours<". the! more we
know. tht• murr wt• cun help to dt•tt•rmin<" the kinds of Novy posi·
tions for wbirh you quoliry.
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Navy Officers

Get Responsibility Fast~

